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Los Angeles Accident Attorney Raymond R. Hassanlou Notes That Poor Road
Conditions in Los Angeles Highlight the Importance of Cautious Driving

Commenting on a recent article, the Los Angeles area personal injury attorney suggests that
harsh road conditions in Los Angeles underline the importance of driving with increased care
to prevent car damage and injury.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) August 30, 2016 -- According to an article published August 17 on the Daily
News, unmaintained roads in Los Angeles are costing drivers thousands in damage and repairs and putting
them at greater risk of injury. Attorney Raymond R. Hassanlou, a Los Angeles accident lawyer, notes that
drivers are less likely to experience costly vehicle damage and collisions by practicing safe driving techniques
and being mindful of road hazards which can often contribute to collisions. Mr. Hassanlou goes on to note that
drivers can take extra precautions while traveling through dangerous roads by:

Slowing Down - It might sound obvious, but driving at reduced speeds through roads that are filled with
potholes and other threats is perhaps the best method there is to reduce the risk of a flat tire, as well as a more
serious automotive mishap. Mr. Hassanlou notes that drivers slowing down can allow them to more easily
maneuver around dangerous roads in order to get to their destinations safely.

Driving Undistracted - Mr. Hassanlou notes that vehicle damage can often occur because drivers are distracted
by their phones or other electronic devices while traveling on dangerous and damaged roads. The Los Angeles
accident attorney notes that the combination of distracted drivers and poor road conditions not only increases
the chances of accidents that cause expensive car damage, but can also put the lives of pedestrians and other
drivers in danger. Mr. Hassanlou goes on to note that drivers should put away any phones or electronic devices
when they are on the road in order to be aware and focused on what lies ahead.

Double Checking Blind Spots - A safe and aware driver is less likely to face extensive damage to their vehicle
while driving on potentially dangerous roads. The Los Angeles personal injury attorney notes that drivers
should take extra precaution by carefully examining their blind spots which can often leave them vulnerable to
car collisions and extensive damage. Drivers can save a substantial amount of money on repairs by exercising
appropriate caution on the road.

Mr. Hassanlou concludes by noting that drivers should always take precautions while driving to ensure that
their vehicles remain in good condition while also ensuring the personal safety of themselves and others around
them. Interested readers who have been injured in an automobile accident or have been affected by the injury of
a loved one are encouraged to call the Law Office of Raymond R. Hassanlou today at 818-945-0640. They may
also book a consultation by visiting the legal firm online at www.HassanlouLaw.com.
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